Introduction
This note is a complement to the paper [Tr2] , where super real closed rings are introduced and studied. A super real closed ring A is a commutative unital ring A together with an operation F A : A n −→ A for every continuous map F : IR n −→ IR, n ∈ IN, so that all term equalities between the F 's remain valid for the F A 's. For example if C(X) is the ring of real valued continuous functions on a topological space X, then C(X) carries a natural super real closed ring structure, where F C(X) is composition with F . Super real closed rings provide a natural framework for the algebra and model theory of rings of continuous functions.
A bounded super real closed ring A is a commutative unital ring A together with an operation F A : A n −→ A for every bounded continuous map F : IR n −→ IR, n ∈ IN, so that all term equalities between the F 's remain valid for the F A 's (cf. (2.7) below).
In particular every super real closed ring is a bounded super real closed ring by forgetting the operation of the unbounded functions. An example of a bounded super real closed ring, which is not a super real closed ring, is the ring C pol (IR n ) of all polynomially bounded continuous functions IR n −→ IR. We show that • bounded super real closed rings are precisely the classical localizations of super real closed rings (cf. (3.6)).
• bounded super real closed rings are precisely the convex subrings of super real closed rings (cf. (4.6)).
• there is an idempotent mono-reflector A →Â from the category of bounded super real closed rings to the category of super real closed rings (cf. (5.12)). This means that every bounded super real closed ring A has a super real closed hullÂ,Â is minimal and uniquely determined up to a unique A-isomorphism. For example C pol (IR n ) = C(IR n ) • Inside every bounded super real closed ring A there is a largest super real closed ring A Υ (cf. (6.2)). For example (C pol (IR n )) Υ = C * (IR n ) (=the ring of bounded continuous functions IR n −→ IR).
The motivation for writing this note is as follows: If A is a ring of continuous functions say A = C(IR n ), then the Zariski sheaf Spec A is in general not a sheaf of rings of continuous functions. It is indeed not a super real closed ring in a natural way. On the other hand by the localization theorem (3.6) below, Spec A is always a sheaf of bounded super real closed rings and this is also true if we start with a bounded super real closed ring A.
Hence it is desirable to extend the commutative algebra of super real closed rings to the bounded case. In order not to repeat arguments, we develop tools which allow the use of the reflector A →Â to explain what's going on in A. For example, forming reside rings and classical localizations behave well with respect to the reflector, cf. (5.11) and (5.13). The close relation of the ideals of A andÂ is worked out in (5.8) and in (5.9).
The results mentioned above can be used to transfer most of the commutative algebra, developed in [Tr2] sections 11, 12 and 13 (with the appropriate adaptions) to bounded super real closed rings. It would be tedious to elaborate this here, instead we present instruments which allow such a transfer easily, whenever it is needed in subsequent work.
The results in section 6 are not of this instrumental style. As stated above, we prove the existence of a largest super real closed ring inside every bounded super real closed ring and we state two explicit descriptions of this ring.
Definition of bounded super real closed rings
We shall make use of the theory of real closed ring introduced by N. Schwartz (cf. [Schw] ). However we will use it in the way explained in [Tr2] , section 2. We recall this briefly. Let C n be the set of all continuous maps IR n −→ IR which are 0-definable in the field IR; in other words whose graph is a boolean combination of subsets of IR n × IR defined by polynomial inequalities P (x, y) ≥ 0 with P (x, y) ∈ Z[x, y]. A ring A is real closed if there is a collection of functions (f A : A n −→ A | n ∈ IN, f ∈ C n ), such that 1. If f ∈ C n is constant 0 or constant 1, then f A is constant 0 or constant 1; if f : IR −→ IR is the identity, then f A : A −→ A is the identity; if f : IR 2 −→ IR is addition or multiplication in IR, respectively, then f A : A 2 −→ A is addition or multiplication in A, respectively. We define
(a) Let L Υ pol be the first order language extending the language {+, −, · , 0, 1} of rings, which has in addition an n-ary function symbol F for every polynomially bounded continuous function F : IR n −→ IR and every n ∈ IN 0 .
(b) Let T Υ pol be the L Υ pol -theory which extends the theory of real closed rings and which has the following additional axioms:
1. The axioms of a commutative unital ring (with 1) in the language {+, −, ·, 0, 1}.
The axiom ∀xy
. Hence the symbols from the language of rings have the same meaning as the corresponding symbols when reintroduced in L Υ pol as symbols, naming continuous functions.
3. All the sentences
The models of T Υ pol are called bounded super real closed rings.
Observe that the Null ring is also considered as a bounded super real closed ring. Moreover, since all semi-algebraic functions IR n −→ IR are polynomially bounded, it is clear that every bounded super real closed ring is real closed. Proof. Take F ∈ C pol (IR n ) and a 1 , ..., a n ∈ A. We have to show F B (a 1 , ..., a n ) ∈ A. Since F is polynomially bounded, there is some
. Hence we have (P − |F |) B (a 1 , ..., a n ) ≥ 0. In the bounded super real closed ring B, this means |F B (a 1 , ..., a n )| ≤ P (a 1 , ..., a n ) ∈ A. Since A is convex in B, F B (a 1 , ..., a n ) ∈ A. 
Localization of bounded super real closed rings
In both cases we get the assertion by the choice of c.
Proof. Let G ∈ C(IR n ) be the distance function to the ball with radius r around 0. By assumption, {G = 0} ⊆ int{F 1 − F 2 = 0}. By (3.2), there is some H ∈ C(IR n ) with
.., a n ).
Since |a i | ≤ r for each i we know that G A (a 1 , ..., a n ) = 0, which implies the corollary. For F ∈ C(IR n ) and a 1 , ..., a n ∈ Hol(A) we have
Proof. Hol A is a bounded super real closed subring of A, since for all a 1 , ..., a n ∈ Hol A and each F ∈ C pol (IR n ), there are r ∈ IR with |a i | ≤ r and a bounded
.., a n ) ∈ Hol A. By (3.3), we may use ( †) to define an L Υ -structure on Hol(A) which by definition expands the bounded super real closed ring structure on Hol A. It is straightforward (using (3.3)) to check that this defines the unique super real closed ring structure on Hol A which expands the bounded super real closed ring structure.
Moreover G is polynomially bounded.
Proof. Existence is given by [Tr2] :(7.2)(ii). Uniqueness holds, since G(x 1 , ..., x n , y) is uniquely determined by ( * ) for all (x, y) ∈ IR n × IR with y = 0. Moreover the proof of [Tr2]:(7.2)(ii) shows that G is again polynomially bounded (by a polynomial of total degree d. The operation of
bounded by a polynomial of total degree d and take a polynomially bounded continuous function G ∈ C(IR
n × IR) with
Such functions exist by (3.5). Then for
Proof. The proof is parallel to the proof of the localization theorem [Tr2] :(7.4), using (3.5) instead of [Tr2] :(7.2)(i). Proof. This follows immediately from the explicit definition of the bounded super real closed structure on S −1 ·A in (3.6).
The super real closed hull
For a bounded super real closed ring A, we shall now define the smallest super real closed ring containing A as a bounded super real closed subring.
(4.1) Theorem and Definition. Let A be a bounded super real closed ring. Let 
is a bounded super real closed subring of A and there is a unique expansion of this structure to a super real closed ring. By definition, S is closed under multiplication and Υ. By (3.1), there is a unique L Υ -structure onÂ such thatÂ is a super real closed ring having Hol A as a super real closed subring. SinceÂ is also the localization of A at S, (3.6) implies that A is a bounded super real closed subring ofÂ.
It remains to show thatÂ with the L Υ -structure defined above is the unique super real closed ring structure onÂ having A as a bounded super real closed subring. However, any other super real closed ring B expanding the pure ringÂ having A as a bounded super real closed subring, has Hol A as a super real closed subring (cf. [Tr2] :(9.2)(i)) and the underlying bounded super real closed ring structure is the one induced from A. By (3.4), the super real closed ring structures of B andÂ induced on Hol A are equal. From the uniqueness property in (3.1) we know that B is the super real closed ringÂ.
Since A is a bounded super real closed subring ofÂ (by (4.1)), also A is a model of this sentence.
(ii) follows from (i), since in every real closed ring A, the formula x ≥ 0 is equivalent to p A (x) = 0, where p : IR −→ IR is the infimum of the identity function and the constant function 0. Proof. Let C ⊆Â be the super real closed subring generated by A. By (4.3) there is a super real A-algebra monomorphismÂ −→ C. Composing this map with the inclusion C −→Â and using uniqueness shows that C =Â. HenceÂ is generated by A as a super real closed ring.
Conversely suppose B is generated by A as a super real closed ring. By (4.3), we may viewÂ as a super real closed subring of B. Since B is generated by A we get B =Â. Proof. By (4.5) and (4.6). 5.7) ). In order to prove this we show that for every s ∈ Υ pol , there are t ∈ Υ pol and F ∈ C pol (IR 2 ) with s(x·y) = t(x)·F (x, y). This is achieved in (5.6) below. First two preparational lemmas from elementary analysis: 
Super real ideals

Moreover, if A is the graph of a strictly increasing function [a, b] −→ IR, then also f is strictly increasing.
Proof. C is compact by classical convex geometry (hint: C is the union of 3-simplices with vertices in A, now use compactness of A). Hence f is well-defined. Since C is convex, the function f is clearly convex, i.e. satisfies f (λx + (1 − λ)y) ≥ λf (x) + (1 − λ)f (y) for all 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. We have f (a) = max A a , since for every y > max A a , there is obviously a convex set containing A but not containing the point (a, y).
Suppose f is not continuous. Take a point x ∈ [a, b], some ε > 0 and a sequence (
Since C is compact we may assume that (f (x n )) converges as well, say with limit y. Then (x, y) ∈ C, hence by definition of f (x), y ≤ f (x) and by choice of ε and the x n we have y + ε < f (x). Hence there are x n , arbitrary close to x such that f (x n ) + (5.5) Lemma. Let s n ∈ Υ (n ∈ IN). Then there is some t ∈ Υ, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, symmetric (i.e.
t(−x) = t(x)), non-decreasing and convex in [0, ∞) such that for every n ∈ IN there is some δ > 0 with t(x) ≥ |s n (x)| (|x| < δ).
Proof. We may replace s n (x) by 
Hence (ρ n ) is a strictly decreasing sequence with lim n→∞ ρ n = 0 and we define a function τ : (0, ρ 1 ] −→ IR as follows: Given x ∈ (0, ρ 1 ] there is a unique n ∈ IN such that ρ n+1 < x ≤ ρ n . Take the unique λ ∈ (0, 1] with x = λρ n + (1 − λ)ρ n+1 and define
Hence τ is continuous. For x ∈ (ρ n+1 , ρ n ] we have τ (x) ≤ max{s n (ρ n ), where C x := {y ∈ IR | (x, y) ∈ C}. By (5.4), t is a strictly increasing and convex homeomor-
Then t is symmetric, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 and it is straightforward to check that t is still convex in [0, ∞).
It remains to show that for n ∈ IN, there is some δ > 0 with t(x) ≥ s n (x) (|x| < δ):
We take δ = ρ n and we may assume that
which shows the claim. 
By definition of s n for n ≥ 1 this means ( * ) t(x) ≥ n·|s(yx)| (|x| < δ, |y| ≤ n).
We first show that the function 
By choice of t there is some δ > 0 such that t(x) ≥ |s(x)| and t(x) ≥ |x| for all x with |x| < δ.
It is enough to find an element c satisfying ( †) separately on each of the the following four subsets of IR 2 , covering IR 2 : 
Proof. Let J := (I ∩ Hol A) Υ . By (5.7) we know that J·A is super real. Moreover it is clear that every super real ideal of A contained in I has to be contained in K := {a ∈ I | s A (a) ∈ I for all s ∈ Υ pol }. In particular J ·A ⊆ K and it remains to show that K ⊆ J ·A. Pick a ∈ K. Since we may assume that a, c ≥ 0, too (observe that I is radical, hence |a| ∈ I). By (4.5),Â is generated by A as a super real closed ring. Thus there are F ∈ C(IR n ) and a 1 , ..., a n ∈ A with c = FÂ(a 1 , . .., a n ).
Pick ϕ : [0, ∞) −→ [1, ∞) continuous and strictly increasing with
Since ϕ is strictly increasing and ≥ 1 everywhere it is straightforward to see that
is an homeomorphism which is polynomially bounded and whose compositional inverse is polynomially bounded, too. Hence t ∈ Υ pol and there is some t 1 ∈ Υ pol with t • t 1 (y) = t 1 • t(y) = y for all y ≥ 0. As a ≥ 0 we get a = t A (t 1,A (a)) from (4.2)(ii). Since I is a super real ideal, also a 0 := t 1,A (a) ∈ I. From ( * ) we then get
.., a n )·tÂ(a 0 ) = GÂ(a 1 ·a 0 , ..., a n ·a 0 , a 0 ).
Since this sentence is also valid inÂ and 0 ≤ b ≤ 1 we get
Since H is bounded it follows b = H A (a 1 ·a 0 , ..., a n ·a 0 , a 0 ). As (a 1 ·a 0 , . .., a n ·a 0 , a 0 ) ≤ s A ((a 1 a 0 ) 2 + ... + (a n a 0 ) 2 + a 2 0 ). Since a 0 ∈ I and I is super real, we get b ∈ I as desired. Proof. First we prove the assertion about ϕ. Uniqueness again follows from the fact that A is the localization of A at (Â) × ∩ A. Existence ofφ follows from (5.11) and (4.3). Hence the functor F is well defined. By (4.4), F • F = F , which also shows that F is a reflector. F is a mono-reflector, since A −→Â is a monomorphism. 
We may certainly assume that s is symmetric (i.e. s(−x) = s(x)) and strictly increasing on (0, ∞). The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies s(
n , where |x|, |y| denote the euclidean norm of x, y respectively. Since Proof. By (6.1), A Υ is the largest super real closed subring ofÂ, which is contained in A. Proof. Since A Υ is a super real closed subring ofÂ we have "⊆". Conversely take a ∈ A with sÂ(a) ∈ A for all s ∈ Υ. Let B be the super real closed subring generated by a in A. Thus B = {FÂ(a) | F ∈ C(IR)}. Certainly every element of B is bounded in absolute value by some sÂ(a) for some s ∈ Υ. Hence by choice of a, the convex hull C of B inÂ is contained in A. C is a super real closed subring of B by [Tr2] 
Observe that
